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Application of Negative Pressure Wound Therapy on Closed Incisions
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Abstract

Negative pressure wound therapy (NPWT) is widely used for chronic and acute open wounds, with clinically proven benefits of faster wound healing by promoting granulation tissue growth and increased perfusion and facilitating epithelialization and contraction. Improved outcomes on open wounds prompted the application of NPWT on closed surgical incisions. The application of NPWT, in the immediate postoperative period, reduces surgical site infections (SSIs) and wound dehiscence by 50% in high-risk patients. The negative pressure reduces wound edema and improves local perfusion and lymphatic flow, thereby minimizing hematoma and seroma rates. The improved perfusion and oxygenation facilitate quicker wound healing as well as minimize ischemic complications like flap necrosis. Recent literature supports enhanced wound healing and superior scar appearance as well as improved wound maturity, evidenced by 50% more force required to pull apart a sutured incision. Improved outcomes of incisional NPWT are reported from various surgical procedures on abdominal, breast, orthopedic, vascular, cardiac, and plastic surgeries. Further clinical studies and cost-benefit analysis are needed to recommend routine postoperative use of incisional NPWT in high-risk and low-risk patient population.
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1. Introduction

The concept of negative pressure wound therapy (NPWT) was pioneered in 1997 by Morykwas, applying vacuum-assisted closure (VAC) on a pig wound model. Morykwas’ initial methodology involved packing the wound with foam, covering and sealing with an adhesive drape, and applying 125 mm Hg of negative pressure either continuously or intermittently [1]. The rudimentary NPWT led to increased blood flow, granulation tissue, and flap survival, with decreased bacterial growth [1].

NPWT refers to wound healing technology consisting of three major parts: a wound dressing, covers, and a pump [2]. Wound dressing aids in transferring pressure from the pump to the wound itself, and modern NPWT typically utilizes reticulated open-pore polyurethane foam, intended to equalize the negative
pressure across the entire wound surface [2]. The cover creates an airtight seal over an open wound, and the pump applies the negative pressure [2, 3].

There are four major types of NPWT [4]. The first is a large, battery-powered NPWT in the acute inpatient setting, while the second is a portable, battery-powered NPWT designed for outpatient use, but cannot be purchased over the counter and tends to be noisy [4]. The third type is a longer-lasting battery-powered NPWT that can be purchased over the counter and is designed to last 7 days and subsequently discarded, while altered models designed for inpatient use that include additional functions, such as negative pressure wound therapy with instillation-dwelling (NPWTi-d) and incisional negative pressure wound therapy (iNPWT), are the last [4].

1.1 Mechanism of action

By drawing fluid out of the wound, negative pressure increases blood flow, decreases the bacterial burden, cleans the wound, reduces local edema, and removes soluble inflammatory mediators that may delay wound healing [2–4]. It has been postulated that NPWT draws antibiotics into the wound, but evidence is lacking [2]. The application of pressure applies forces to the wound, exerting effects macroscopically, through macrodeformation, as well as microscopically, through microdeformation [2, 5]. Naturally, negative pressure on a sealed wound draws the wound edges together [2]. However, it is important to note that the effect is reliant upon tissue parameters such as elasticity and tension, and the strength of the negative pressure does not seem to affect the amount of macrodeformation that occurs [2].

With NPWT, 5–20% of the wound surface experiences tissue stress, and by using a reticulated wound dressing, the action of drawing the wound bed into each pore via negative pressure constitutes the microdeformation that promotes tissue healing processes: increases in cell proliferation, angiogenesis, granulation tissue formation, and epithelialization and decreases in inflammation [2, 5]. NPWT has the potential to grow granulation tissue over exposed bone, tendon, or devices [4]. Specifically, NPWT increases the concentration of VEGF, TGF-beta, FGF-2, PDGF, and IL-8 in the wound, with IL-10 increasing in the body, and decreased concentrations of TNF-alpha, IL-1 beta, and matrix metalloproteases (MMPs) [2]. In patients with type-2 diabetes, the pro-angiogenic and pro-epithelization proteins GDNF family receptor alpha-2 (GFRA2), which complement C1q binding protein (C1QBP), RAB35, and synaptic inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate 5-phosphatase 1 (SYNJ1), were increased [2].

2. NPWT

2.1 Early indications and need for NPWT

Traditional NPWT has been utilized for chronic and acute open wounds and has become a mainstay of wound management [4, 6, 7].

Indications for NPWT are as follows [5, 8]:

- Acute, chronic, and dehisced surgical wounds
- Diabetic, pressure, and venous leg ulcers
- Open abdominal wounds
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- Fasciotomies
- Split-thickness skin graft (STSG) recipient sites
- Flaps
- Partial-thickness burns

Contraindications of NPWT include fistulas, malignancy, osteomyelitis, or infection, and NPWT should never be applied over exposed critical anatomic structures or in wounds with necrotic tissue [4, 5]. Despite the benefits of NPWT, there are several key reminders to remember in order for treatment to be effective. The cover and drainage tube must be assessed carefully as loss of seal or fluid buildup in the tube can lead to skin loss or maceration [5]. It is also important to monitor the pump to minimize the risk of exsanguination.

There is significant variability regarding the application of NPWT that depends on wound characteristics [2, 5]. The wound packing can be foam or gauze [2]. The pump may be mechanically or electrically driven [2]. The strength of negative pressure can vary from −50 mm Hg to −150 mm Hg [2]. The pattern of negative pressure application can be intermittent, continuous, or variable, with a continuous pattern the most common [2]. Selection of parameters is typically at the physician’s discretion, but a recommended pressure is 125 mm Hg applied in a pattern alternating between a 5-minute negative pressure and a 2-minute suction [4, 5]. Although studies suggest intermittent NPWT is the most effective pattern in inducing granulation tissue formation and increasing blood flow, it also increases pain for the patient [4, 5]. As a result, continuous pressure is often used for painful wounds, as well as wounds with overlying skin grafts, and particularly edematous wounds [5]. Beyond wound outcomes, NPWT reduces the number of dressing changes, healthcare labor, time spent in the hospital, and costs, and this is most demonstrated in portable NPWT, which allows treatment to be done at home [5, 9].

2.2 Current applications

Beyond its indications listed previously, the use of NPWT has been expanding into newer wound types, including tunneling wounds and avascular tissue, and new published case series have demonstrated the use of NPWT in wounds such as necrotizing fasciitis [4, 5, 10]. Alterations to traditional NPWT led to negative wound pressure therapy with installation (NPWT-i) and incisional negative pressure wound therapy (iNPWT), the latter of which is utilized on closed wounds.

3. Incisional NPWT

Incisional NPWT (iNPWT) has been used since 2006, as an adjunct treatment to augment wound healing and prevent surgical site infections (SSI) and wound complications.

3.1 Evolution and development

Surgical incisions are a break in the skin and its defenses in avoiding translocation of infectious pathogens into the deeper tissues. It’s imperative to cover and isolate these incisions by a sterile protective dressing in the sterile environment of the operating room. Advances in these sterile protective dressings have taken place over
decades and, in the present form, are made up of a nonadherent, antimicrobial-containing dressing covered with sterile gauze or abdominal pads, which are held in place by tapes or transparent film.

In the 1990s, NPWT demonstrated promising results in the management of acute and chronic open wounds, and Argenta and Morykwas proposed improved perfusion and wound contraction, which had a profoundly positive effect on the success of wound healing [1].

Gomoll et al., in 2006, pioneered the idea of incisional NPWT and described the application of NPWT on 35 orthopedic trauma patients, considered high-risk for infections [11]. A permeable nonadherent dressing was applied over the incision and covered with standard VAC sponge cut into 1-inch wide strips and then sealed with conventional VAC adhesive material. The negative pressure was maintained for 3 days, and patients were followed up for SSI for a minimum of 3 weeks. None of these 35 patients reported infections, which led to heightened interest in application of NPWT for surgical incisions.

3.2 Mechanism of action

Efficacy of NPWT depends on a number of factors, namely, foam width, foam thickness, magnitude of negative pressure, and its duration and frequency.

To achieve reproducible and standardized results, the NPWT dressing includes a skin interface layer, which is directly placed over the incision site, over which reticulated foam dressing is secured with occlusive drape. The VAC pump along with the canister is then connected via tubes attached through the foam dressing and secured underneath the occlusive drape to maintain an airtight seal. It’s imperative to secure and maintain an airtight seal, in order to achieve efficacy and prevent complications like maceration of peri-wound skin.

Several studies and trials have proposed these mechanisms of iNPWT (Figure 1):

• Physical barrier to external contamination
• Microdeformation of the wound edges and release of local growth factors
• Approximation of wound edges and minimizing lateral tension and dead space
• Fluid egress and exudate removal

The negative pressure is commonly used continuously within a range of −75 mm Hg to −125 mm Hg. Although a faster rate of granulation is seen with interrupted pressure, the associated drastic changes in the foam contraction and expansion often render it more painful and impractical for use.

Another alternative, to bridge the gap between continuous and interrupted pressure, is variable pressure. It combines the benefit of interrupted pressure and faster granulation tissue growth with gradual and smaller deviations in pressure, in an attempt to minimize pain.

The role of foam width and thickness is important, as it’s proportional to the lateral tension attenuation, as described later in the chapter. Hence, a standard foam width of 60 mm is recommended. Cutting thin strips of the foam and using as a construction dressing are also discouraged, as it limits the efficacy and benefits of the iNPWT.

The optimum negative pressure has been a debatable aspect of NPWT. A lot of research focused on negative pressure of −80 mm Hg with positive results, followed
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by a paper published by Morykwas et al., using −125 mm Hg. The results of this trial were promising as it demonstrated improved healing and granulation as compared to the earlier results published by the same team and others. Recent literature and guidelines recommend a pressure of −125 mm Hg; however, pressures ranging from −80, −100, and −125 mm Hg have been employed, and encouraging results have been published.

Application of iNPWT on perineal wounds, following abdominoperineal resection (APR) for colonic and anal lesions, demonstrated improved wound healing and reduced complications and infection rates, while using pressure of −80 mm Hg. The increase in negative pressure beyond −125 mm Hg does not demonstrate improved wound outcomes, either in open or closed wounds.

As the uses and application of the NPWT system develop for closed incision surgical wounds, results of various large-scale clinical trials would emerge, and further modifications would evolve to maximize the clinical benefits of this promising therapeutic modality for postoperative surgical wounds.

3.3 Advantages of iNPWT

Several studies have described the benefits of incisional NPWT (iNPWT) in general, colorectal, cardiac, vascular, plastic, and orthopedic surgeries. These benefits have been classified as immediate, intermediate, and long-term effects and result from the sterile isolation of the incision; mechanical stabilization and reduction in the tensile forces; obliteration of dead space; reduction of local edema, hematoma, and seroma; and increased perfusion and lymphatic flow.

Nam et al. proposed benefits of iNPWT [12], as

- Immediate effects
  - Protection of incision from external contamination
  - Decreased lateral tension on the incision
  - Increased appositional strength
  - Normalized stress distribution
Wound Healing

- Increased skin perfusion
  - Intermediate effects
    - Decreased edema
    - Decreased hematoma/seroma formation
    - Increased lymphatic flow
  - Long-term effects
    - Improved Incision quality
    - Mechanical strength
    - Histology
    - Gene expression

3.3.1 Prevention of external contamination and surgical site infections

Surgical site infections (SSIs) result in significant morbidity and increased healthcare costs, accounting for 21.8% of the 721,800 healthcare-associated infections recorded annually in the United States [13]. SSIs are estimated to increase average hospital stay by 9.6 days, resulting in an added cost of $38,656 and around $10 billion in direct and indirect costs annually [14].

With emphasis on lowering healthcare costs and advancing quality of care, SSIs pose a major physical, psychological, and economic burden. Incisional NPWT immediately provides protection and isolation of the incision from external contamination. Multiple studies in trauma surgery, general surgery, and plastic surgery have attributed decreased local edema, fluid egress, lower hematoma/seroma rates, lower time to healing, and improved genomic profile, in terms of reduction of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines in surgical incisions covered with NPWT. An international expert panel in 2017 recommended ciNPWT for patients at high risk for surgical site complications [15]. Notable high-risk features include diabetes, ASA score ≥ 3, obesity (BMI ≥ 30 kg/m²), tobacco use, hypoalbuminemia, corticosteroid use, high-tension wounds and revision surgery.

Multiple studies across different specialties reported a threefold to fivefold reduction in the surgical site infection risk, following the use of ciNPWT [16–18]. Notably, Grauhan and team reported findings of a prospective study of 150 obese patients who underwent cardiac surgery via a median sternotomy. A significant reduction of fourfold in the incidence of wound infection was seen in the iNPWT group compared to conventional dressings, at 1 week of surgery [19]. Similar findings were reported by Matatov in groin infections covered with iNPWT, after vascular procedures (6 vs. 30%, p = 0.0011) [20]. Bonds described a reduction in the rate of SSIs in the iNPWT group, after open colectomy (12.5 vs. 29.3%, p < 0.05) [21].

Contrastingly, a study analyzing 398 patients concluded incisional NPWT improved short-term wound complications but had no effect on long-term infection rate following knee and hip arthroplasty. A higher proportion of iNPWT patients reported wound drainage at day 7, though similar increase was not seen at different
time intervals. This study is the largest RCT comparing outcomes of NPWT dressing in elective lower extremity arthroplasty and supporting improved soft tissue healing response and lower wound-related complications, but no effect on the risk of late superficial or deep infections [22].

Evidence supporting the use of iNPWT in hand and spine surgery is new and fewer. SSIs occur in 0.4–20% of patients undergoing spine surgery and contribute to increased morbidity, hospitalization, and costs [23–26]. Various treatment modalities such as drains, copious irrigation, and prophylactic antibiotics are employed. Adogwa et al. reported a 30% reduction in wound infection rate and 50% reduction in wound dehiscence rates in patients after long-segment thoracolumbar spine fusion and suggested ciNPWT as a safe and effective means of wound management for high-risk spine incisions.

Recent literature suggests incisional NPWT as a safe and effective method in preventing SSIs and wound complications in high-risk patients.

3.3.2 Cost analysis of iNPWT

As modern healthcare strives to deliver quality and efficient yet cost-effective care, continued efforts are warranted to evaluate economic viability of NPWT use and its application in various specialties.

An estimated cost of $100 per day was associated with the use of the PREVENA (V.A.C therapy, KCI, San Antonio, TX) system, which showed significant reduction in SSI risk [27]. With a typical use of 5–7 days, cost of ciNPWT is estimated around $500–700. When used in high-risk populations and higher-cost wound management modality, such additional costs of the NPWT system are validated, as they lead to overall reduction in total healthcare expenditure. SSIs prolong hospital stay, on an average of 9 days, and are associated with an increase in costs up to $20,000 [28].

When compared with indirect costs associated with treatment of wound dehiscence and complications, and direct costs such as daily dressing changes, the economic viability of the iNPWT system in high-risk population seems justified. Chopra et al. found an estimated cost saving of $1456 with ciNPWT use in abdominal wall surgeries. Raymund Horch and his team proposed a cost saving of $163 in obese patients and $203 in morbidly obese patients employing iNPWT in post-bariatric patients undergoing abdominal and thigh dermolipectomy. The authors determined that a 28 and 25% reduction in SSIs’ rate in the obese and morbidly obese patients, respectively, was needed to achieve cost savings with iNPWT. Lewis et al. proposed cost savings with iNPWT if wound complications are reduced by one-third in patients undergoing laparotomy for gynecological malignancies [29]. Further evaluation of the applicability of the NPWT system and its costs is warranted in diverse patient population (high vs. low risk), healthcare setups (inpatient vs. at-home), and specialties.

3.3.3 Wound healing

NPWT has been applied successfully as a therapeutic modality to treat open wounds for decades, which led to heightened interest in the scientific community to use it over closed wounds, incisions, and skin grafts. Many trials and studies have proposed the following mechanisms of incisional NPWT:

- Foam dressing protects wound from external mechanical stress.
- Decrease wound tension and tensile forces in deeper dermal layers.
• Continuous removal of exudate and fluids.
• Decrease local edema improving physiologic adaptation of the wound.
• Increase in local perfusion, oxygenation, and lymphatic flow.
• Decrease hematoma/seroma rates.
• Decrease in time-to-heal duration.

On a molecular level, iNPWT has been hypothesized to remove toxic inflammatory mediators and increase the concentration of local tissue growth factors, via microdeformation [30].

An immediate benefit of the iNPWT is the foam dressing that protects the incision/wound from external contamination as well as its ability to minimize the lateral tension around the suture line by 50%. It also normalizes tensile forces in the deep dermal tissue to decrease dead space, which aids in wound healing and reduced seroma/hematoma rates. In wound mechanics, study conducted on an incision made on silicon surface found when iNPWT was applied, 51% more force was required to pull apart a sutured incision, and 43% more force was required to pull apart a stapled incision than non-iNPWT-treated incisions. An interesting correlation was the proportional association between the width of the foam dressing and the force required to pull the incision apart. The study concluded that a foam width of 60 mm is required to increase the tensile strength of the incision.

Studies on earlier techniques of NPWT discouraged the construction method (dressing of the incision by cutting foam into thin strips) as it likely decreased the positive effect of reduced lateral tension on the incision [1].

Early application of iNPWT on pig wound model demonstrated improved healing in terms of mechanical, histomorphometric, and gene expression properties. These incisions showed significantly improved mechanical properties (strain energy density, peak strain) and a narrower scar, extending in the deep dermis [31].

Long-term genomic analysis on surgical wounds reveals pro-inflammatory chemokine and cytokine signals in conventional dressing (sterile absorbent abdominal dressing)-treated incisions compared to iNPWT-treated incisions. Thus, the latter seemed superior in wound strength and wound maturity compared to conventional dressing-covered incisions [31].

Early application of iNPWT promotes fluid egress and continuous removal of exudates. This leads to reduction in local edema, reduced hematoma/seroma rates, improved time to hematoma resolution, decreased time to wound healing, and with split-thickness skin grafts (STSG), improved survival with NPWT [12]. When used with grafts and skin substitutes, the fluid egress with iNPWT minimizes sheer stress and provides tight apposition to the underlying recipient wound bed, which promotes incorporation of the graft or skin substitutes and reepithelialization of graft interstices [32–34]. Maruccia et al. described faster healing, fewer dressing changes, and quicker maturity of mesh skin grafts when combined with NPWT. This combined treatment provides higher integration, better immobilization of the graft, expulsion of fluids, and a moist clean wound bed [35].

The reduction in local edema and removal of fluids in sites such as the abdomen and breast help in reducing the need for postoperative drainage. There is renewed interest in analyzing results to conclude reduced need and duration for postoperative drains. Several studies in general surgery, plastic surgery, and orthopedic surgery have demonstrated reduced drainage with iNPWT-covered incisions. Raymund Horch and his team, in 2014, demonstrated the benefits of iNPWT in
a post-bariatric patient population undergoing dermolipectomy of the abdomen and who presented with reduced exudate formation, earlier drain removal, and decreased length of hospitalization [36].

3.3.4 Pain relief

Pain relief with iNPWT has been reported rarely, as very few studies have focused on reporting pain scores with this modality. Maruccia et al., in 2016, reported a statistically significant reduction in pain scores and wound area in skin graft patients. This could be explained by faster healing and improved uptake of the graft, along with less frequent need for dressing changes [35].

3.3.5 Scar appearance

Recent literature shows scar appearance improvement with the iNPWT system, across various incision sites. Keeney et al., in 2018, reported a trend toward better outcomes and improved scar appearance in total knee arthroplasty (TKA) patients [22]. Similar improvements have been reported with breast, abdominal, and lower and upper extremity incisions too. This is explained by faster wound healing, decreased time-to-heal time, reduced wound area and lateral tension, and reduced scarring in the deep dermal layers. Optimization in wound healing and avoidance of complications, such as wound dehiscence and hematoma/seroma formation, reduce secondary scarring and augur well for improved scar appearance.

3.3.6 Perfusion and oxygen saturation

An important aspect of iNPWT is its ability to alter microcirculation and improve tissue perfusion and oxygen saturation, in the immediate, intermediate, and long-term analysis of surgical wounds. The purported mechanisms of action are microdeformation of wound and increased neo-angiogenesis via release of local growth factors [37]. Improved perfusion is demonstrated in the cutaneous arterioles (along the skin edges) as well as the deeper tissues, as evidenced by Atkins et al., in peri-sternal perfusion after cardiac surgery via median sternotomy. The iNPWT was also able to compensate for the reduced perfusion rendered by mammary artery harvesting in these patients. In a study published in 2014, Raymund Horch and his team demonstrated improved \( \text{SaO}_2 \) and blood flow at all time intervals, over abdomen and thigh wounds in post-bariatric surgery patients undergoing dermolipectomy. This was recorded by placing sensors and \( \text{O}_2 \text{C} \) probe over the abdominal skin and thighs [36].

Timmers et al. found a fivefold increase in perfusion, assessed with Doppler probes, after application of NPWT over the forearms of healthy volunteers [38]. In a study on iNPWT published in 2016 from the University of Chicago, comprising of 228 patients undergoing immediate expander-based breast reconstruction (study and control groups of 45 and 183, respectively), it was concluded that the application of iNPWT significantly decreased the rate of major mastectomy flap necrosis rate (requiring operative intervention), overall mastectomy flap necrosis rates, and overall complication rates [39].

3.3.7 Lymphatic flow

An important supplement to the improved perfusion is increased lymphatic flow around the incision. Lymphatic flow increments aid in reducing hematoma
and seroma rates, which are estimated to be reduced by 50–63% with the use of iNPWT. The importance of increased lymphatic flow on reducing seroma/hematoma rates is evidenced by the porcine model study described by Kilpadi and Cunningham, in which significant reduction of hematoma and seroma occurs without fluid collection in the canister [40]. Kilpadi and Cunningham reported 63% reduced hematoma/seroma rates with iNPWT and injected isotope-labeled nanospheres in the subcutaneous tissue to discover their highest concentration in lymph nodes closest to, draining the incision site [40]. Recent literature is overwhelmingly in favor of reduced seroma/hematoma rates, across various surgical procedures covering different surgical specialties and incision sites. To name a few, iNPWT and reduced seroma/hematoma have been demonstrated at flap donor sites, like scapular and latissimus dorsi free flap harvest sites, total hip and knee arthroplasty, over abdominals (e.g., cesarean, laparotomy, and abdominoplasty), thoracic incisions (e.g., sternotomy), breast incisions (expander-based and autologous reconstruction), lower extremity (trauma and fractures), and groin incisions (vascular procedures involving femoral vessels) [40–43].

3.3.8 Hospital stay

Reduced hospital stay with iNPWT use has been demonstrated extensively, via reduced time-to-heal duration, as well as decreased SSI and wound dehiscence and complication rates. A recent systematic review on abdomen procedures estimates reduction of ICU stay but required more extensive clinical RCT and research [44]. Though, it’s difficult to quantify this reduction in hospital stay across various procedures, NPWT as an incision management tool has been demonstrated to optimize and accentuate the wound healing process.

3.3.9 Readmission and reoperation rates

These rates have been assessed in a recent meta-analysis comparing efficacy of NPWT in high-risk patients undergoing abdominal wall reconstruction. Both outcomes were low in the iNPWT group as compared to control [9 vs. 14% and 3 vs. 14%, respectively; RR = 0.68 CI (0.46–0.99)].

3.3.10 Wound dehiscence and complication

Wound dehiscence and complications are lowered with the use of iNPWT and its aforementioned benefits. Recent literature estimates a reduction of ~50% reduction in wound dehiscence rates, across various surgical specialties [23, 45–50].

The proposed mechanism of improved wound healing, increased perfusion, decreased infection rates, decreased hematoma/seroma rates, decreased lateral and deep wound tension, improved wound maturity, and strength and obliteration of dead space augurs well for low wound dehiscence and complication rate.

Besides the cost-benefit analysis, an incision management tool with these benefits and improved scar appearance definitely requires further clinical trials and recommendations for use, especially in high-risk patients.

3.4 Complications and risks of iNPWT

Interest in the use of iNPWT has been peaking in the last few years as favorable outcomes seem promising and with easy adaptability and application of at-home single-use canister-based NPWT. This single-use NPWT can be used for
7 days and improves patient acceptability and compliance. A lot of research has been invested in the safety of these systems and to identify complications impeding its widespread use.

The risk of hemorrhage, especially in patients on anticoagulants and with clotting disorders, has been described with the use of iNPWT. Any evidence of fistulas or communication to visceral cavities needs further imaging and management before the application of negative pressure. Allergic reaction to the dressings is a contraindication to the use of iNPWT. Minor skin irritation and ecchymosis are the most frequently encountered complications.

4. Clinical applications of incisional NPWT

The earliest description of the use of negative pressure in wound healing was in the management of soft tissue injury associated with open fractures. The beneficial outcomes seen in various animal models spurred the development of a wide range of clinical indications including abdominal, breast, orthopedic, vascular, cardiac, and plastic surgeries (e.g., skin graft, burns, muscle flap) [51].

4.1 Abdominal wounds

The use of incisional NPWT in high-risk patients undergoing abdominal surgeries decreased wound complications such as surgical site infections and wound healing complications. The primary goals of incisional NPWT wound management include active removal of exudates, estimation of third-space fluid loss, and avoidance of mechanical contamination of the abdominal viscera [51].

With the help of the dressing, NPWT applies negative pressure uniformly, thus promoting healing by reducing edema, approximating the wound, and removing infectious material and exudates [52].

Some studies showed that NPWT improves the removal of abdominal fluid, which helps in early fascial closure. The removal of fluids is especially beneficial in reducing inflammatory responses that may occur [53, 54]. This is supported by the septic/hemorrhagic shock porcine model, which showed that NPWT efficacy was partially due to a reduction in the anti-inflammatory response [55].

On a recent comparative study on incisional NPWT and conventional dressing following abdominal wall reconstruction, the authors demonstrated a statically significant reduction in the incidence of skin dehiscence and overall wound complications in the incisional NPWT group compared with the conventional dressing group [30].

In a study comparing the rates of SSI of patients who underwent surgery for pancreatic, colorectal, or peritoneal surface malignancies between incisional NPWT and conventional dressings, the incidence of SSI was significantly lower in the incisional NPWT group than the conventional group [56].

The use of incisional NPWT as an effective prophylactic tool has been examined in studies from various surgical specialties. The results show that its use facilitates healing of incisional wounds and reduces the incidence of wound healing disorders [57].

4.2 Breast surgery

Breast reconstruction using the expander-/implant-based breast reconstruction is usually performed after mastectomy and plays a crucial role in psychosocial and oncological outcomes in breast cancer patients.
One of the most common and significant complications in the immediate expander-based breast reconstruction is mastectomy flap necrosis, which has been reported to occur in up to 30% of the patients [58]. Authors of a recent study evaluated the incidence of mastectomy flap necrosis in patients with incisional NPWT after immediate expander-based breast reconstruction compared with the incidence in patients with conventional dressing.

The incisional NPWT group had a lower overall complication rate, overall mastectomy flap necrosis rate, and major mastectomy flap necrosis than the conventional dressing group [59].

Besides oncological breast surgery, the use of incisional NPWT was also assessed in a multicenter study on reduction mammoplasty. The results have shown that incisional NPWT applied to closed incision appeared to be most effective on dehiscence in the higher BMI categories and benefit most in preventing complications in the higher tissue resection weight categories [60] (Figure 2). The results thus suggest applying incisional NPWT devices in reduction mammoplasty where the BMI is over 25 or resection weight is above 500 mg [60] (Figure 3).

The safety and efficacy of incisional NPWT in elderly patients undergoing breast surgery were studied previously. The results of the study suggest that the rates of infections and surgical site events (SSE) were lower with the use of incisional NPWT. The use of incisional NPWT is thus highly recommended in elderly patients, who have significant increased risk of developing SSE when compared with younger patients [61]. Other studies have concluded that incisional NPWT applied to closed surgical incisions on healthy patients after breast reduction surgery prevented postsurgical wound complications significantly [62].

### 4.3 Orthopedics

Complications related to high-risk lower extremity fractures such as calcaneal, pilon, and tibial plateau are particularly common. Common complications include infection and wound healing problems. In a prospective randomized multicenter clinical trial evaluating the use of NPWT after calcaneus, pilon, or tibial fractures, the authors have found a significant reduction of infection in the NPWT group [48]. The beneficial effects of NPWT on wounds after total ankle replacement or calcaneal fractures were recognized in a study that showed decreased total time required to achieve complete healing, decreased risk of infections, and decreased pain and swelling [63]. Several retrospective studies showed positive effects of incisional NPWT on wounds after open reduction and internal fixation of acetabular fractures. The NPWT group showed reduced rates of wound dehiscence, deep wound infections, and infection rates [64, 65].

A prospective randomized clinical study examined the wounds of patients after total hip arthroplasty using ultrasound examination to evaluate for the development of potential seroma, a possible risk factor for wound infections. The study showed a significant reduction in the seroma size when compared to standard wound dressing and positive effects on wound healing and complication rate [42].

### 4.4 Cardiac surgery

Despite the use of prophylactic antibiotics, the increasing incidence of postoperative sternal wound infections continues to be a serious problem after surgical cardiac procedures. Sternal wound infections are associated with additional expenses, increased length of stay in the hospital, increased mortality during the first year, and a significant reduction in quality of life [66].
Risk factors that increase the risk of sternal wound infections include smoking, diabetes, increasing number of grafts, peripheral vascular disease, chronic pulmonary disease, obesity, increased duration of mechanical ventilation, preoperative malnutrition, and harvesting of bilateral internal mammary arteries [67].

The use of incisional NPWT on sternal surgical incisions in patients with multiple comorbidities and consequently a high risk for wound complications was evaluated. Results have shown no wound complications in this high-risk group of patients at least 30 days after surgery and complete wound and surrounding skin healing with the absence of skin lesion due to negative pressure after removal of the dressing [68]. Results from another study also concluded that applying incisional...
NPWT over clean, closed incisions for the first 6–7 postoperative days reduced the likelihood of postoperative wound infections after median sternotomy not only in high-risk patients but also in a comprehensive patient population [45].

4.5 Vascular surgery

Vascular surgical site infections (SSI) occur as a result of perioperative events that lead to the colonization of the wound and underlying graft with bacterial species. Patients undergoing vascular procedures are at an increased risk of developing an SSI of up to 5% of clean procedures and 30% of clean-contaminated procedures [69]. Severe complications that arise after vascular surgery including leg amputation and death prompted the use of incisional NPWT postoperatively to prevent complications associated with such surgeries. Results of different studies have shown a potential reduction in wound complications and no observed increase in hemorrhage in high-risk patients with severe comorbidities undergoing vascular surgeries [70].

Recent retrospective study on lower leg fasciotomy supports faster wound closure and daily wound size reduction, fewer dressing changes, and shorter hospital stay with NPWT. These factors contribute to significant reduction in surgical site infections, from 30 per cent with standard wound care to 6 per cent with closed incisional NPWT [71].

4.6 Plastic surgery

In plastic surgery, the use of NPWT is particularly important in patients who experienced complications associated with skin graft rejection and its associated partial necrosis. It’s also used after excision of large scalp flaps due to injuries and lack of opportunities to cover it with the patient’s own skin. NPWT resulted in faster healing and granulation of wounds and a reduction of the overall size [72]. The use of NPWT in large wound surfaces with large amounts of mucus, observed in skin burns, resulted in a significant acceleration in the time taken for patients’ healing and rehabilitation. Additional outcomes included wounds that healed better, fewer
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infection rates, and more elastic tissue preservation [73]. Results from a multicenter, prospective randomized controlled, within-patient study involving our center and senior author (RDG) provided high-level evidence supporting significantly reduced wound complications following application of iNPWT in susceptible patients [60].

5. Conclusion

Advances in surgical and sterilization techniques have largely mitigated risk of wound complications and SSI rates; however, these complications till date pose a major physical, financial, and psychological challenge in the postoperative phase of treatment. Incisional NPWT presents a promising treatment modality for surgical wounds and incisions, with its proposed benefits in reducing infections, preventing wound dehiscence and optimizing wound healing and scarring. Randomized controlled trials and further clinical research are warranted to develop guidelines to the safe, effective, and routine use of iNPWT. However, in the present economic model of healthcare, efficacy of a treatment modality alone does not justify its use, and a large-scale cost-benefit analysis is warranted to rationalize its use in high-risk and low-risk postoperative patients.
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